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ABSTRACT:
Growing season time frames can be estimated and mapped using the vegetation indexes mapping and analysis. This approach brings
significant benefit consisted in the ability of detailed (highly discrete in the meaning of spatial resolution) mapping of spatial
differences in growing season stage and length. In comparison with interpolation of ground air temperature (applied when using
temperature to detect growing seasons), real spatial resolution raises to kilometers per pixel and higher, while nodes of ground
observation network can be spaced by thousands of kilometers in some regions. Our ongoing study is devoted to design a processing
chain for mapping of growing season time frames basing on vegetation indexes data with close-to-one-day time resolution. We used
MOD09GA dataset as an initial data. Data processing was implemented in Google Earth Engine big geospatial data platform.
1. INTRODUCTION
Length, beginning and ending dates as well as some other
parameters of growing season can be recognized also as
secondary or indirect parameters of weather and climate, as the
growing conditions of the plants are formed by such (primary)
parameters as temperature, humidity, insolation, etc. Growing
season is a period when the plants are able to vegetate.
Growing season time frames can be estimated and mapped
basing on the analysis of surface air temperature dynamics and
detection of the temperature crossing through some marker
values that frame the period (growing season itself) with the
temperature applicable for the phytomass growth. In addition to
the full growing season detected this way, the summer growing
season can be separated, when the temperature allows active
development of vegetation cover (Tsepelev et al., 2015).
A number of studies shown that time frames of full growing
season can be estimated by analysis of vegetation indexes data
(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index – NDVI, Normalized
Difference Water Index – NDWI, etc.) that can be derived from
optical remote sensing materials (Delbart, et al., 2005;
Medvedeva et al., 2008; Sekhon et al., 2010; Miklashevich,
Bartalev, 2016). Our study show that NDWI can be applied also
to detect spring, summer and autumn subseasons (Panidi,
Tsepelev, 2017).
These estimations in their turn can be applied to monitor
vegetation cover dynamics and change, and to estimate
indirectly weather impact and climate change. Consequently, it
is possible to ensure monitoring and estimation of regional
weather and climate change hazards, and to elaborate a basis for
risk areas detection and hazard prevention activities planning.
Significant demand to the initial data in this case is the
possibility to ensure enough spatial and time resolution of
monitoring.
2. DATA AND TOOLS

NDWI 
where

 0.86  1.24
 0.86  1.24

ρ0.86 = near-infrared reflectance
ρ1.24 = short wave infrared reflectance

The Republic of Komi is selected as a study area, which is
located in the north of European part of Russia (Fig. 1). This
territory is located in a number of natural zones (taiga in the
south and tundra in the north) and has differentiated relief
surface and hydrological regime.

Figure 1. Location of the study area; Republic of Komi is
marked by red contour; satellite imagery courtesy of the ESRI
ArcGIS Online

In our study we use Gao’s NDWI formula (Gao, 1996):
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At the previous stages of the study, we conducted experiments
with the MOD09A1 Version 6 product derived from the
Terra/MODIS satellite imagery (Vermote, 2015). This product
has high (for regional-scale studies) spatial resolution of ~500
m/pix, and 8-day time resolution that appears low for operative
monitoring. Due to the lack of time resolution, now we
elaborate approach to implementation MOD09GA Version 6,
that is similar to the MOD09A1, but has 1-day time resolution.
Basing on the reflectance data stored in MOD09GA channels,
we compute analyse annual graphs of the NDWI accordingly to
the previously designed technique (Panidi, Tsepelev, 2017). In
result of the data processing we are able to detect framing
calendar dates of the spring, summer and autumn growing
seasons either in the point (pixel) location or as a mean value
for some area.
Using of this highly discrete data source highlights the problem
of big geospatial data. To process MOD09GA dataset we attract
facilities of the Google Earth Engine platform (Gorelick et al.,
2017).

Figure 2. Annual NDWI graph of 2018 for the Petrun’
meteorological station; values are averaged using 5-day sliding
window; time frames of growing seasons are marked by dashed
vertical lines

3. MAPPING POSSIBILITIES

Station
name

Spring
beginning day

Summer
beginning day

Autumn
beginning day

Autumn
ending day

Full season
length in days

Summer length
in days

The study is ongoing and we are able to present only the initial
results of Google Earth Engine implementation in mapping of
NDWI and its derivatives with high spatial and time resolution.
Significant issue is that Google Earth Engine processes data in
some kind of “black box” mode, so in many cases additional
analysis is needed to interpret how computed values were
interpolated or averaged.
Despite abovementioned problems, we discovered that
implementation of Google Earth Engine in our study gain
extremely faster processing of initial data when detecting
growing season time frames.
On the example of three meteorological stations, we detected
growing season frames and lengths for the period of 2000-2018.
Values for 2018 are presented in the Tab. 1.

Petrun’
Irael
Ust’-Vym’

174
173
136

188
180
151

260
260
236

273
265
265

99
92
129

72
80
85

Figure 3. Annual NDWI graph of 2018 for the Irael
meteorological station; values are averaged using 5-day sliding
window; time frames of growing seasons are marked by dashed
vertical lines

Table 1. Framing dates and lengths of growing seasons in 2018
detected at positions of meteorological stations using NDWI
NDWI maps were masked to exclude water bodies from
computations. Growing seasons were detected basing on NDWI
values averaged in 10 km window around every meteorological
station. The window size was selected accordingly to the
recommendations of World Meteorological Organization
(WMO, 2012). Station positions were selected to ensure
benchmarking using data of surface air temperature
observations.
Annual NDWI graphs with 1-day step are presented in Fig. 2-4.
As the initial graphs were noised due to the aberrations of used
dataset and due to the weather (and vegetation cower) instability
(Panidi et al., 2019), we applied graph smoothing using 5-day
sliding window.

Figure 4. Annual NDWI graph of 2018 for the Ust’-Vym'
meteorological station; values are averaged using 5-day sliding
window; time frames of growing seasons are marked by dashed
vertical lines
Using growing season parameters (detected currently at the
locations of meteorological stations), we are able to provide
spatial interpolation and mapping of growing season dynamics
(Fig. 5-10). In this way, spatial differentiation is reflected
directly on the maps, while time dynamics can be observed
using map series compiled for a number of years.
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Figure 5. Beginning days of spring growing season interpolated
between meteorological stations

Figure 7. Beginning days of autumn growing season
interpolated between meteorological stations

Figure 6. Beginning days of summer growing season
interpolated between meteorological stations

Figure 8. Ending days of spring growing season interpolated
between meteorological stations
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meteorological stations through direct computations, and
between the stations through the spatial interpolation. However,
it is clear that growing season parameters can be directly
estimated (computed) with any needed discreetness (up to the
spatial resolution of initial NDWI maps, that is ~500 m/pix).
Such a high discreetness ensures monitoring of growing season
dynamics on regional scale and can be demanded in climate
studies and in weather/climate hazard prevention planning.
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Figure 10. Lengths of summer growing season interpolated
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Taking into account huge size of MOD09GA dataset that we
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implemented Google Earth Engine big geospatial data platform
in our study. This approach helps us to automate detection of
growing seasons and ensures fast data processing.
Currently we are presenting first results of growing season
mapping implemented upon the analysis of high spatial and
time resolution remote sensing data. We have estimated
growing season parameters at the locations of three
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